The Risk LeaderTANGO Workshop
comes to London!
Monday-Tuesday 14-15 May 2018
Redwood House, Engineers Way, Wembley HA9 0FW, UK

Today’s businesses face new and unprecedented levels of challenge, as we learn to live in a VUCA world,
characterised by Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity. One key survival skill in this VUCA world
is risk leadership – every organisation needs leaders who are able to handle uncertainty themselves, inspire
others to take appropriate action, and manage risk to the advantage of their organisation.
The Risk LeaderTANGO Workshop offers a unique way to understand the skills of risk leadership, using
dance as a metaphor for risk-taking. Combining the expertise of Aga Gasperini in the Argentine tango and
applied leadership coaching, plus David Hillson’s risk thought-leadership role as The Risk Doctor, the Risk
LeaderTANGO Workshop provides a unique learning opportunity for those who want to improve their skills
in leading others.
The Risk LeaderTANGO Workshop includes both theoretical and practical learning, to explore the essential
competencies of risk leadership: Trust, Agility, Naturalness, Guidance, Ownership. By embodying and practising
these five qualities, you’ll maximise your risk leadership abilities, enabling you to lead others into effective
management of risk. You’ll learn new skills that you can apply immediately in the workplace, you’ll have fun in a
relaxed environment, and you may also improve your dancing skills (though this is not guaranteed)!
The workshop is designed for:
senior leaders, executives and managers who need to improve their risk leadership;
risk practitioners seeking new approaches to facilitate others in managing risk;
team leaders (and their teams) facing high levels of risk and complexity.

WORKSHOP FACILITATORS
The Risk LeaderTANGO Workshop’s unique combination of Risk Leadership and
Argentinian Tango is made possible by our two world-class facilitators, each an
expert in their field!
Agnieszka Gasperini is an energetic multi-lingual trainer and coach and expert practitioner who teaches on
leadership management. She uses innovative skills to design and deliver leadership skills courses, and she’s has
delivered successful programmes across Europe, USA, Latin America and Australia. She is also a highly-skilled
Argentinian Tango dancer and coach.
David Hillson is known globally as The Risk Doctor. David is a thought-leader and expert practitioner whose
approach blends innovative thinking with practical application, presented in an accessible style that combines
clarity with humour. David has worked with major organisations, governments and charities in over fifty
countries, and he’s received many awards for his ground-breaking work.

BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW!
PRICES
Regular price: GBP £400 + VAT (£480)
Discount price*: GBP £300 + VAT (£360)
[* A special 25% discount is available for members of the Risk Doctor Network, and for members of the PMI UK
Chapter. Please state if you belong to either of these when booking.]
To book, email us at david@risk-doctor.com

